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This black transit case is the perfect premium protective shipping case for a variety of 
large monitor screens. The spinning and rotating casters with rubber wheels make it 
easy for mobility during transit.

dimensions:

- Black LLDPE Polyethylene
- Built in dry erase board to label contents 

and location
- Fits 37” - 47” monitors
- Made from 100% recyclable materials
- Made in the USA

features and benefi ts:

- Includes four 3” casters with rubber wheels
- One year limited hardware warranty against 

manufacturer defects

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifi cations without prior notice.  
All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for variance.  E&OE.  See Graphic Templates 
for graphic bleed specifi cations.
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Must be shipped freight.

Packing box(s):
1 G-LCD

Shipping Dimensions:
56”l x 37”h x 18”d
1423mm(l) x 940mm(h) x 458mm(d)

Shipping weight:
72 lbs / 33 kgs

Shipping

Hardware

Interior:
45.5”w x 30”h x 5”d
1156mm(w) x 762mm(h) x 127mm(d)

Exterior:
54”w x 35”h x 16”d
1372mm(w) x 889mm(h) x 407mm(d)

Weight:
69 lbs / 32 kgs

*The upper handles are for removing the lid. Use 

the lower handles for lifting.

Model Number: G-LCD-3734

Fits most monitors in this size range:
36” - 45.5”w x < 30”h x 2.5” - 5.5”d

additional information:



Unpack the case from the 
box. Make sure it includes a 
G-LCD-3747 case and 4 caster 
wheels with fastening hardware. 
You may need a tool for 
attaching the caster wheels to 
the underside of the case.

Position your monitor inside the 
case making sure it fi ts inside the 
foam pieces. Center your monitor 
left to right and  front to back.

It is very important to center the LCD/Plasma display in the case.
This provides the greatest protection during transport.

If shipping via common carrier, case must be upright and securely strapped 
to pallet with casters removed. Truck freight only.

- On units equipped with (2) swivel casters: It is easiest to roll case by    
pushing from the end with swivel casters. This makes steering the case 
possible.

- The swivel casters feature a braking mechanism that will lock the wheels. 
The brake is activated and deactivated by depressing a lever with your 
feet.

Confi rm fi t, measure your 
monitor to make sure it can fi t 
inside the case. Reference the 
additional information sizes on 
the cover page for more details. 

Step 1.

Step 3.

Step 2.

Kit Assembly
Step by Step




